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δ=0,05λ, a curve 2 – at δ=0,2λ, a curve 3 – at δ=0,8λ
and a curve 4 – at δ=1,5λ, the curve 5 characterizes di
stribution of current along a single vertical conductor.
BSS in a semiplane ϕ=0° of considered structure
for the same angle of falling of a flat wave and distances
between conductors are presented on Fig. 11. Designa
tions of curves are similar to Fig. 10.
Conclusions
Basing on the method of auxiliary sources the nu
merical algorithm is built and the computer program for
solution of problems of electromagnetic scattering on
the structures made of finite number of uncrossed thin
conductors is realized. Influence of a relative position of
conductors on bistatic scattering sections of the consi
dered structures, as well as on current distributions
along conductors is investigated.
At inclined falling of a wave to an axis of the central
conductor of structure the falling wave excites both the
central conductor, and lateral conductors located near
perpendicularly to it. In this case at small distances
between conductors (δ<0,2λ) distributions of current
on the central conductor depend on distance; however
at distances δ≥0,8λ distributions of current on the cen
tral conductor of structure little differ from distribution
of current along the same single conductor. It is shown,
that bistatic scattering sections of considered structure
differ from those for a single conductor.
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Questions of calculation of radiation distribution are
actual for problems of transfer of an image in the disper
sion medium [1, 2]. However, the basic values descri
bing the quality of image, obtained through dispersion
medium, are determined only for medium, unlimited in
a transverse direction (in relation to a direction of radi
ation distribution).
The radiation distribution on the output from space
limited dispersion medium having the form of a paralle
lepiped is considered in the given work under various
conditions of illumination of one of volume sides. Cal
culations are carried out using the method of repeated
reflections [3] on which basis the way for definition of
boundary function and contrast function of a light strip
is obtained.
Let’s consider volume of a dispersion medium in the
form of a rectangular parallelepiped with the optical siz
es τx, τy, τz, where x, y, z are axes of the Cartesian coor
dinate system, coinciding with parallelepiped edges. At
normal illumination of one of volume sides by a parallel
flow of monochromatic radiation the energy com
ponents of radiating balance of the given volume are de
fined by the method given in [3]. Depending on a direc
tion of falling of radiation three variants of radiating
balance are realized. At illumination on axis x – com
ponents of radiating balance are the following: Ix+ is in
tensity of radiation passed through volume, Ix– is inten
sity of radiation reflected in volume, 2(Ixy+Ixz) is
intensity of radiation which has left through lateral si
des; on axis the same components of balance are equal
Iy+, Iy–, 2(Iyx+Iyz); on an axis components of radiating ba
lance are – Iz+, Iz–, 2(Izx+Izy) accordingly.
At illumination of volume with a dispersion medium
with radiation of intensity I0=1 the normalizing condit
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ions are the following: at illumination of side yz –
Ix++Ix–+2Ixy+2Ixz=1, at illumination of side xz –
Iy++Iy–+2Iyx+2Iyz=1, at illumination of side xy –
Iz++Iz–+2Izx+2Izy=1.
Let’s apply the methods of calculation of radiation di
stribution on an output from a dispersion medium to defi
ne characteristics determining quality of the image, registe
red through the dispersion medium. Such characteristics
are functions of dispersion of point P(τ), of dispersion of li
ne L(τ), boundary J(τ), contrast of light   strips C(τ) and
contrast of dark C'(τ), transfers of modulation Т.
A way to define a boundary function is presented be
low. It characterizes a distribution of illumination inten
sity in the image of luminous semisurface and is formed
at normal illumination of a flat layer of the dispersion
medium by a parallel beam of light limited by semisur
face, the sum of line dispersion functions. The ratio
is true for boundary function, i.e., if boundary function
is known, the plot of dependence of its derivative on τ
defines function of line dispersion.
For the dispersion medium being infinite in a tran
sverse direction (in relation to direction of falling of ra
diation) a boundary function is defined by microphys
ical parameters of medium in a unique manner. If a
medium is space limited, a boundary function depends
supplementary on the optical sizes of a medium and po
sition of interface light/shadow relative to volume of the
dispersion medium.
Let’s consider contrast function of a light strip with
width b which is bound up with function of line disper
sion:
Then L(τ) can be found, defining dependence of
contrast function of a light strip on its width.
Contrast function of a dark strip is defined as fol
lows. Let`s illuminate a dispersion medium with infini
tely wide parallel light beam and close a part of falling
radiation with the opaque screen in the form of infinite
ly long strip with width b. Then C'(b)=1–C(b).
At observation of the object through the dispersion
space limited medium it is necessary to take into ac
count optical sizes of medium and a position of a strip
(light or dark) in relation to a medium border.
At normal falling of radiation on axis two variants of
illumination of a side are possible: the straight line divi
ding illuminated and dark parts, passes in parallel to
axes z, or in parallel to axes y. In the first case the out
put of radiation I1+1x(τ,Λ) from the illuminated layer and
I2+1x(τ,Λ) from a dark layer in a direction +x is equal
In the second case the output of radiation from
I1+2x(τ,Λ) the illuminated layer and I2+2x(τ,Λ) from a dark
layer in direction is equal
At illumination of side xy and falling of radiation on
axis z the output I1+1z(τ,Λ) from the illuminated part and
I2+1z(τ,Λ) from a dark part of a side in direction +z is equ
al to
If the border a light / shadow is located in parallel to
axis x the output of radiation I1+2z(τ,Λ) from the illumi
nated layer and I2+2z(τ,Λ) from a dark layer in direction
+z is equal to
At falling of radiation on axis the output I1+1y(τ,Λ)
and I2+1y(τ,Λ) from the illuminated layer and I2+2y(τ,Λ)
and I2+2y(τ,Λ) from a dark layer in direction +y, is equal
to
A technique of definition of contrast function of a
light strip for space limited dispersion medium consists
in the following. Let`s divide volume in the form of a pa
rallelepiped into three parts, and illuminate the middle
of them with normally falling parallel flow of radiation.
Let`s designate the output in direction of falling radia
tion from the illuminated part I11z(τ,Λ), from dark parts
I21z(τ,Λ) and I31z(τ,Λ). Then
These formulas are obtained in condition of falling
of radiation on the side xy in direction z. The same for
mulas (just with other indexes) are obtained at other
(perpendicular to previous) position of a light strip on
the edge of volume with a dispersion medium in the
form of a parallelepiped. At illumination of sides yz and
xz the following 4 variants of formulas are obtained.
Thus, at falling of radiation on space limited dispersion
medium, six variants of form of contrast function of a
light strip, and, hence, functions of modulation transfer
are possible.
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At consideration of function of modulation transfer
a modulation depth characterizes contrast of the image
of the cosineform mira [1]. For any objects contrast of
all images or their separate sides can be written as
Table. Dependence between contrast parameters of medi
um and radiation
The minimal or threshold contrast is defined by the
optical sizes of the dispersion medium, radiation phase
function and albedo of single scattering. Results of cal
culation of contrast value at various position of a
light/shadow border on the edge of cubic volume with
optical sizes of 4×4×4 are given in the table. From the
data given in the table, it follows that contrast of
light/shadow border, observable through the dispersion
medium, to a large measure depends on relation of the
illuminated and dark parts of volume, and this depen
dence is shown more strongly at less extended radiation
phase function. The increase of absorption in the medi
um results in improvement of contrast at anyone phase
function and the optical sizes of a dispersion medium.
Thus, the results obtained allow drawing the fol
lowing conclusions. The account of space limited di
spersive medium is necessary at calculation of characte
ristics of the image quality observed through dispersion
medium, and conditions of illumination of space limi
ted dispersion medium have determining influence. The
increase of absorption in the medium improves the ima
ge quality, the same result gives increase in anisotropy of
radiation phase function.
Optical sizes of a part of volu
me of the dispersion mediumτx, τy, τz
Albedo of
single
scatte
ring, Λ
Degree of elon
gation of radia
tion phase fun
ction
Con
trast,
К
Illuminated Dark
4×3×4 4×1×4 1,0 0 0,750
4×2×4 4×2×4 1,0 0 0,510
4×1×4 4×3×4 1,0 0 0,283
4×3×4 4×1×4 0,5 0 0,932
4×2×4 4×2×4 0,5 0 0,870
4×1×4 4×3×4 0,5 0 0,796
4×3×4 4×1×4 1,0 0,86 0,997
4×2×4 4×2×4 1,0 0,86 0,992
4×1×4 4×3×4 1,0 0,86 0,977
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